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Cupcakes are the passion at Sweet Cupcakes, a Boston-based boutique cupcakery cited as
serving up ‘'Boston's Best Cupcakes 2009'' by The Improper Bostonian . . . and not without
reason. Its cupcakes are like little pieces of heaven with delicious dollops of frosting, fillings,
and a variety of flavors, from cappuccino to pumpkin ginger. Now The Sweet Little Book of
Cupcakes reveals Sweet Cupcakes' secrets, from baking techniques and decorating tips to
recipes for cakes, frostings, fillings, drizzles, and toppings!Contents: Introduction. It's
Elementary. Meet the Sweet Treats—Finished Cupcake Creations: Perennial Favorites, Spring
Cupcakes in Bloom, Summertime Cupcakes, Autumnal Cupcakes to Fall For, Winter Warmers,
Holidays—Celebrate with Cupcakes! Decorating Ideas and Special Occasions. Sweet's Master
Cupcake Recipes. Frosting: It's Tops! Cupcake Fillings.Note: Recipes for each element—from
cake to frosting to filling—of every finished Cupcake Creation can be found toward the back of
the e-book. The instructions for each Creation contain page links to the recipes you need,
making navigation quick and simple! If you're feeling creative, you can also skip straight to the
cupcake component recipes and use them to concoct your own perfect cupcake.



DEDICATIONTo the entire Sweet team, for making each daySweeter than the last, especially
Rob McLeod andEmily Bao for their confectionery contributionsDesigned by Heather
ZschockSweet Cupcakes photographs by Eric LevinAdditional photographs ©
Shutterstock(specific credits inside back cover)Visit us atAboutSweet CupcakesWhat started
as a quest for the perfect vanilla cupcake, led Courtney Forrester to establish Sweet Cupcakes
in Boston’s Back Bay in May of 2008. Since then, each and every day Sweet cupcakes and
cakes are freshly baked and served up in three boutique locations throughout the city. All of the
Sweet frostings, fillings, and batters are handcrafted from scratch using only the finest
ingredients and are preservative free. Awarded Boston’s Best Cupcakes 2009 and 2010 by the
Improper Bostonian, Sweet continues to delight their many fans with their delectable
confections.CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONIT’S ELEMENTARYMEET THE SWEET TREATS –
FINISHED CUPCAKE CREATIONS Perennial Favorites Spring Cupcakes in Bloom
Summertime Cupcakes Autumnal Cupcakes to Fall for Winter Warmers Holidays—
Celebrate with CupcakesDECORATING IDEAS & SPECIAL OCCASIONSSWEET’S MASTER
CUPCAKE RECIPESFROSTING: IT’S TOPS!CUPCAKE FILLINGSINTRODUCTIONCupcakes
are pretty, precious, and perhaps perfect. However, there’s more to cupcakes than meets the
eye. Although the single-serve treat may be simple in its conception—one origin of the name
comes from its most basic cup by cup recipe—cupcakes are a mosaic of flavors fit for any
palate. With the unique recipes and techniques in this little book, you will impress your family
and friends with your seemingly simple, yet delicious, creations and countless possibilities. You
may even get the chance to set aside some time to delight in the fruits of your labor. Sweet!
Derived from the veritable treasure trove of recipes at Sweet Cupcakes, Boston’s premiere
cupcakery, this little cookbook instructs and inspires your inner boutique baker. Sweet offers
perfection in confection, and here they share their sweet secrets. Over 25 recipes for frostings
and fillings, easy decorating ideas and tips, plus 17 recipes for the cakes themselves create an
endless array of cupcake possibilities, such as the vanilla Sweet Cake, the refreshing summer
flavor, Strawberry Shortcake, or the decadent holiday favorite, Chocolate Pomegranate.
Whether you’re celebrating a birthday, creating an elegant display for a bridal shower, baking
for Halloween trick-or-treaters, or hosting a dinner party, cupcakes are the sweetest addition
and a fun and fabulous way to show your guests that they’re special.You can recreate the
boutique cupcakery experience with Sweet’s scrumptious cupcakes for all seasons and
occasions.Why cupcakes? The dessert pairs simplicity with complexity, comfort with creativity,
retro with right now, and there’s nothing like having your cake and eating it, too!RECIPE FOR
SUCCESSTo use this book, simply peruse thefinished “Sweet Treats” cupcakecreations in the
first chapter, dividedinto sections by season, including asection of timeless favorites foryear-
round indulgence. Once you’vechosen a “Sweet Treat” cupcake tomake, refer to each
component—cupcake, filling, and frosting—in each respective chapter, followthe directions to
assemble all thesescrumptious components together toachieve the finished “Sweet Treat,”and
Voilà! Cupcake Nirvana!IT’S ELEMENTARYIt’s ElementaryNo two kitchens are the same, of
course. Whether your stove is currently serving as spare closet space or churning out army
portions daily, the elements of cupcake baking—ingredients, tools, and techniques—are
foolproof! Your first step? Read the entire recipe all the way through before you begin baking.
That way you can ensure that you will have all of the necessary ingredients and tools right at
your fingertips when they are called for.It’s What’s Inside That CountsCupcakes truly are the
sum of their parts, and they deserve to be pampered with the best you can afford. As with all



dishes and desserts, fresh, quality ingredients yield quality flavors. At any grocery store, you
should be able to find the basics—butter, sugar, eggs, flour, and baking powder. If you’re not
afraid of a little challenge, you may want to make your way around local farmers’ markets and
specialty shops, where you can find high-end sugars, flours, chocolates, and exciting extracts.
A note about extracts vs. “flavors”: For vanilla, extract is always best. But for some of the
recipes, “flavors” will be listed as ingredients, which are different from extracts. You can
purchase flavors at many specialty shops, or try online at or . Another resource is Formaggio
Kitchen, a Boston-area favorite that ships products nationally. Visit them at .Mix It, Bake It,
Cake ItWith the recent explosion of cupcake paraphernalia on the market, you should have no
trouble finding all the necessary (and even unnecessary) accoutrements. To start, you will
need the usual baking supplies—a spatula, whisk, wooden spoon, egg beater, electric mixer,
bowls, sifter, and measuring cups and spoons. The item that defines the cupcake is, of course,
the cupcake tin, which comes in a variety of sizes. All of the cupcakes in this book, with the
exception of the mini pupcakes, are meant to be baked in a standard cupcake tin—they are the
perfect portion and will allow adequate space for filling and embellishing. And don’t forget
cupcake liners to bake in! Grocery stores and specialty shops carry a variety of cupcake
papers, so you can add a touch of color or pattern at the base or bake in a plain white cup,
letting you go wild with color on top!Please note that we have made every effort to ensure that
the yields listed are accurate, but each recipe’s yield can vary depending on how the batter is
distributed in the cupcake tins.Heatin’ Up the KitchenNow that you have everything you need to
bake, there’s the never-ending oven issue to contend with. From altitude to aptitude, each oven
can be a little different. Show your oven who’s boss by learning its nuances, and you can avoid
a scorcher. Always keep an eye on your cupcakes while baking, as cooking times will vary
depending on your oven. Many find a cake tester or the readily-available toothpick to be a great
cheat tactic. When it pulls out clean, your cupcakes are baked to perfection!The Icing on the
CakeFor decorating ideas and techniques, see pages 120-51. To frost and decorate your
cupcakes, you will need standard pastry bags and tips. You can find these in specialty shops,
or a simple set might be found in your local grocery store. There are so many different ways to
add pizzazz to a simple cupcake, including drizzles, crumbles, and other toppings. Let your
creativity take hold and, most of all, have fun!Meet the Sweet Treats—Finished Cupcake
CreationsPerennial FavoritesSpring Cupcakes in BloomSummertime CupcakesAutumnal
Cupcakes to Fall forWinter WarmersHolidays—Celebrate with CupcakesMeet the Sweet
Treats! Each with a personality all its own, cupcakes are great for different events and an array
of tastes. In this section, you’ll find simple instructions for assembling scrumptious cakes,
fabulous frostings, and sensational fillings from their relative chapters, and adding festive
toppers to create perfect, little temptations. From the classically chic Sweet Cake to the
adventurous Chocolate Pomegranate, you’re bound to meet your cupcake soulmate.Perennial
FavoritesThe Sweet CakeDark ChocolateKaratCappuccinoRed VelvetBoston Cream PieVegan
ChocolatePupcakeThese classic flavors never take a vacation! Although many dessert
aficionados fall into two very clear categories, vanilla and chocolate, Sweet has expanded the
staple category to include one of their local heroes, the Boston Cream Pie, as well as a
southern tradition, the Red Velvet. The classics are perfect and delectable basics suitable for
children and adults of all ages! There’s even one for our canine friends!SWEET CAKEMakes
12 cupcakesThese fluffy cupcakes are simple and elegant, yet versatile—a classic for all
occasions! A white cake by design, the rich taste of vanilla shines
through.COMPONENTSSweet Vanilla Cupcakes (page 182)Vanilla Buttercream Frosting (page
203)Pastry bag and tip, or knifeFondant and rubber stamp (optional)DIRECTIONSPrepare the



Sweet Vanilla Cupcakes as directed and let cool.As the cupcakes cool, prepare the Vanilla
Buttercream Frosting. It should be freshly mixed and at room temperature at the time of
decorating.If piping the frosting (see pages 123-25), make a small cut to the tip of the pastry
bag with scissors. Insert the tip into the bag. Flip the top half of the pastry bag inside out, and
use a spatula to fill it with the frosting. Squeeze some of the frosting out to rid the bag of any
air pockets, and frost the cupcakes or spread the frosting on with a knife.We’ve topped our
Sweet Cake here with our signature “Sweet” stamped topper. To achieve this mod look, cut
quarter-sized circles out of rolled fondant and stamp in the center with your choice of a food-
safe rubber stamp. You can also serve this classic alone or top with one of your favorite
candies, or sliced fresh fruit. There are also many options for cake toppers available at
decorating shops and online. You’re sure to find one to match any theme you desire.DARK
CHOCOLATEMakes 12 cupcakesFlecks of rich chocolate throughout make this a favorite
among true chocoholics and classic cake lovers alike.COMPONENTSDark Chocolate
Cupcakes (page 162)Chocolate Buttercream Frosting (page 190)Pastry bag and tip, or
knifeFondant and food stamp (optional)DIRECTIONSPrepare the Dark Chocolate Cupcakes as
directed and let cool.As the cupcakes cool, prepare the Chocolate Buttercream Frosting. It
should be freshly mixed and at room temperature at the time of decorating.If piping the frosting
(see pages 123-25), make a small cut to the tip of the pastry bag with scissors. Insert the tip
into the bag. Flip the top half of the pastry bag inside out, and use a spatula to fill it with the
frosting. Squeeze some of the frosting out to rid the bag of any air pockets, and frost the
cupcakes or spread the frosting on with a knife.We’ve topped our Dark Chocolate here with our
signature “Sweet” stamped topper. To achieve this sharp look, cut quarter-sized circles out of
rolled fondant and stamp in the center with your choice of a food-safe rubber stamp. You can
also serve this classic alone or top with one of your favorite candies. There are also many
options for cake toppers available at decorating shops and online. You’re sure to find one to
match any theme you desire.KARATMakes 12 cupcakesThis carrot cake is extra special, with
chunks of fresh pineapple and a topper of edible gold. It’s gilt without the guilt!
COMPONENTSKarat Cupcakes (page 168)Cream Cheese Frosting (page 196)Pastry bag and
tip, or knifeEdible gold leaf, or gold dragées (optional)DIRECTIONSPrepare the Karat
Cupcakes as directed and let cool.As the cupcakes cool, prepare the Cream Cheese Frosting.
It should be freshly mixed and at room temperature at the time of decorating.If piping the
frosting (see pages 123-25), make a small cut to the tip of the pastry bag with scissors. Insert
the tip into the bag. Flip the top half of the pastry bag inside out, and use a spatula to fill it with
the frosting. Squeeze some of the frosting out to rid the bag of any air pockets, and frost the
cupcakes or spread the frosting on with a knife.We’ve topped our Karat here with a fancy,
edible gold leaf. You simply take a pinch of the edible gold and place atop each
cupcake.CAPPUCCINOMakes 12 cupcakesBased on the essential Italian espresso drink, this
flavor consists of a rich, dense cake and is sure to wake you up or perfectly complement your
after-dinner coffee.COMPONENTSCappuccino Cupcakes (page 158)Cappuccino Frosting
(page 188)Pastry bag and tip, or knifeCinnamon (optional)DIRECTIONSPrepare the
Cappuccino Cupcakes as directed and let cool.As the cupcakes cool, prepare the Cappuccino
Frosting. It should be freshly mixed and at room temperature at the time of decorating.If piping
the frosting (see pages 123-25), make a small cut to the tip of the pastry bag with scissors.
Insert the tip into the bag. Flip the top half of the pastry bag inside out, and use a spatula to fill
it with the frosting. Squeeze some of the frosting out to rid the bag of any air pockets, and frost
the cupcakes or spread the frosting on with a knife.Dust the tops evenly with cinnamon.RED
VELVETMakes 12 cupcakesIn the southern tradition, this cocoa based cupcake is crimson



through and through, in distinct contrast to its smooth white cream cheese frosting. Falling
somewhere between vanilla and chocolate in flavor, this is a well-balanced dessert that is
always the southern belle of the ball.COMPONENTSRed Velvet Cupcakes (page 178)Cream
Cheese Frosting (page 196)Pastry bag and tip, or knife12 Chocolate Curls (optional)**Available
at specialty shops, or you can make your own by shaving a chocolate block yourself!
DIRECTIONSPrepare the Red Velvet Cupcakes as directed and let cool.As the cupcakes cool,
prepare the Cream Cheese Frosting. It should be freshly mixed and at room temperature at the
time of decorating.If piping the frosting (see pages 123-25), make a small cut to the tip of the
pastry bag with scissors. Insert the tip into the bag. Flip the top half of the pastry bag inside
out, and use a spatula to fill it with the frosting. Squeeze some of the frosting out to rid the bag
of any air pockets, and frost the cupcakes or spread the frosting on with a knife.Place a single
chocolate curl on top of each for a touch of class.
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Mary Anne Dumas, “Fabulous, fabulous, fabulous!!. This book gives much more than
expected. It is a "must buy" for all bakers. It has cupcake recipes for both the cake AND for
the recommended frosting, as well as decorating ideas. It is easy to follow. The book is set up
into several sections: 1)includes recipes for specific types of cupcakes, more than you can
imagine, with a recommendation for what frosting to use (including the page #) one each
specific cupcake cake; 2) favorites for each season; 3) decorating ideas & special occasions; 4)
master cupcake recipes; 5) the frostings, cross referenced with the recommended cupcake;
and 6) cupcake fillings.The book is approx 3" x 5" and despite its size will provide hours of
baking fun. The book is so terrific, I have purchased 5 additional copies today. The book will
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make a great Christmas gift for my nieces with young children and daughters who bake treats
and bring them to work.”

Aunt Virginia, “Adorable Little Book. This book may be smallish in size, but that is not an issue
at all for me. The recipes are all very easy to understand and they include "regular" recipes
like lemon cupcakes, dark chocolate, and sweet cake, but also some that are a little more
"kicked up" like "pina colada, key lime, and brownie cupcakes. I also like that the book is spiral
and that the pages are made from a heavy weight paper - much more durable. Actually I
bought this sweet little book as part of a bridal shower gift. I bought cupcake pans, a cupcake
apron, and this little book to include in the package. I think it is a winner. And after seeing the
book in person, I ordered another one to keep for myself.”

Stephanie K.Vitabile, “love these recipes!. I don't normally bake from scratch but these
cupcakes are so good ! I get special requests from friends to make them. I followed directions
to a tee and they come out delicious. The only thing is it's time consuming and can be
expensive buying all the ingredients. Wish I could bake these cupcakes more!”

Mom to 2 boys, “Not your average cupcake!. This adorable little book is full of great cupcake
recipes from vanilla to dark chocolate to vegan. You can go as advanced as you like with the
decorating or keep it simple by spreading the icing with a butter knife. They have plenty of
easy-to-follow directions and ideas.I just made my first batch of cupcakes using this book-
vanilla cupcakes with vanilla frosting. I thought about not using the real vanilla beans as
suggested as vanilla beans were hard to find. However, I found some at a more upscale
grocery store and I'm so glad I used it. These were definitely special cupcakes and not at all
like store-bought mixes.I'm looking forward to trying some of the other flavors now!”

Brenda K, “Adorable!. This was to go in a silent auction basket. It was other cupcake things.
This cute, little book was just right. And the recipes looked good and the pictures were
adorable.”

Meg P., “Finally, a book of DELICIOUS cupcakes!. Let me say this, when I purchased this book
for my kindle, it only had 2 or 3 reviews, and I was a little hesitant. Knowing that this was from
the Bakers at a very well known, and well reviewed Cupcake store, in Boston, I believe, meant
that they would be putting their own name on the line. Knowing this put me at ease, and I made
the purchase! How PLEASED am I that I did...? VERY pleased!This is unlike several other
cupcake books I've purchased in the past, which very much so consisted of "look at me"
decorations, with fairly standard (even sub-standard) recipes. This book is ALL about the
cupcakes, nothing more, nothing less!Without fail, every recipe I have tried has turned out
stunningly! The recipes are solid, unique, and so simple! Not to mention, fluidly interchangable
thanks to the several recipes for fillings, and frostings! The possibilities are endless, and the
book organizes them in a few different scenarios: Autumnal, Perennial, Holiday, & more!My
personal favorite, thus far, is hands down the Brownie Cupcake! WHAT a chocolate lover's
DREAM! It is so truly unique, rich, decadant, with a crunchy top and an oozing chocolately
middle! I add a little bit of mini chocolate chips to the batter! TRIPLE CHOCOLATE! :) A close
second is the Snickerdoodle (Cinnamon Sugar) cupcake! I found the frosting a little
overwhelming, but it's all about your own taste, and these recipes are very forgiving!All in all, if
you're even THINKING about, try it! Less than $10 for cupcakes ALL year round!? Quite a deal!
People pay big bucks for these in a shop! Happy Baking!”



Sarah B., “Tolle Rezepte!. Dieses Buch ist sehr schön aufgemacht und es sind viele tolle
Rezepte darin, mit vielen schönen Abbildungen.Bis jetzt habe ich nur zwei Rezepte
ausprobiert, das Ergebnis war in jedem Fall sehr lecker!Die Mengenangaben sind in cups, Tbs
etc, das muss dann eben umgerechnet werden.Leider sind an einer Seite die Löcher nicht
sauber und teilweise eingerissen, das ist nicht schlimm, aber dafür trotzdem der Punkt abzug.”

Tolegirl, “Great book. What a terrific little book!! You cant beat the kindle version price for this
little gem.  Easy recipes, great instructions so happy to have this !!”

The book by Chloe Webb has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 98 people have provided feedback.
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